Open Data Citation for SSH
DARIAH’s Humanities at Scale Winter School
24 to 28 October 2016 in Prague
datacite.hypotheses.org
Prague Winter School
Open Data Citation for Social Sciences and Humanities

Monday 24th October: Malá aula

9:00 a.m. - 12:00 a.m. | Introduction

*Welcoming remarks:* Mirjam Friedová (Dean, Faculty of Arts, Charles University), Marek Skovajsa (vice-dean for research, Faculty of Humanities, Charles University), Pierre Mounier (EHESS, OpenEdition), Emiliano Degl’Innocenti (DARIAH-IT) & Lucie Doležalová (Charles University)

*The status of data in publication,* Joachim Schöpfel (Lille University)

*Czech Literary Bibliography,* Vojtěch Malínek, (Czech Academy of Sciences)

*Turning the Polish Literary Bibliography into a Research Tool: Challenges, Standards, Interoperability,* Maciej Maryl (Institute of Literary Research of the Polish Academy of Sciences)

2:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. | Open critical Edition. The missing link between digital humanities and open access

*Text Encoding Initiative,* Marjorie Burghart (CNRS) & Emmanuelle Morlock (CNRS)

5:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m. | Satellite event: *OpenEdition: towards a European infrastructure for open access publication in humanities and social sciences,* Pierre Mounier (EHESS, OpenEdition)
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Tuesday 25th October: Jilská 1

9:00 a.m. - 12:00 a.m. | Data Management Plan

Research data management planning: a chance for Open Science. Methods and tutorials to create a Data Management Plan, Marie Puren & Charles Riondet (INRIA)

1:30 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. | Persistent identification

Persistent Identifiers, Ondrej Kosarko (UFAL)

Canonical Text Services, Matthew Munson (Leipzig University) & Christopher Blackwell (Furman University)

Creation of Open Data Resources: Benefits of Cooperation, Kira Kovalenko (Russian Academy of Sciences & Austrian Academy of Sciences) & Eveline Wandl-Vogt (Austrian Academy of Sciences)

5:00 p.m. | Satellite event: Get together at Literární kavárna Řetězová

Wednesday 26th of October: Jilská 1

9:00 a.m. - 12:00 a.m. | Evaluation, acknowledgement and credit circulation

Simplifying license selection, Ondrej Kosarko (UFAL)

Open peer review & Open commentary: about an experiment, Julien Bordier (OpenEdition)

1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. | Open Data Citation Case Studies

European Network for Research Evaluation in the Social Sciences and Humanities, Ioana Galleron (ENRESSH)

Network of Dutch war sources: pursuits and goals, Tessa Free (Network of Dutch War Sources)

Open access meets productivity: “Scholarship, see effect of being an efficient source”, Adele Valeria Messina (University of Calabria)

Case Studies on digital content reuse in the context of Europeana Cloud, Eliza Papaki (Athena Research Centre)

4:00 p.m. | Satellite event: Guided tour in Prague
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Thursday 27th of October: Jiřská 1

9:00 a.m. - 12:00 a.m. | Data Journals & editorialization of open data
DBpedia Demo: Basic exploration of a RDF graph with simple SPARQL queries, Emmanuelle Morlock (CNRS)

Do we still need peer-review? Datajournals as a way of reconsidering our evaluation culture and our understanding of research, Anne Baillot (INRIA)

Hands-on session: setting up a data journal, coordinated by Anne Baillot (INRIA) & Marie Pure (INRIA)

1:30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. | Economy of Open Access & Open Data Publication
Economic models for open access publications, Pierre Mounier (EHESS, OpenEdition)

Repository-as-a-Service: An Experimental Model for the Sustainable Curation and Funding of Large Niche Corpora in the Humanities, Patrick Flack (Sdvig Press)

7:00 p.m. | Satellite event: Dinner at U Medvidků

Friday 28th of October: Jiřská 1

9:00 a.m. - 12:00 a.m. | Infrastructure & platform
Contrasting platforms and infrastructures as configurations for data sharing, Jean Christophe Plantin (London School of Economics and Political Science)
Huma-Num: a French infrastructure for open research data in humanities, Nicolas Larrousse (Huma-Num)

1:30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. | Social impact
Infrastructure for Global Philology, Gregory Crane (University of Leipzig)
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Further information: https://datacite.hypotheses.org
Contact: nathanael.cretin@openedition.org